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Did you mean: WikiMetrics?
This is not about cohort of users.

This is about collections of content
Highlighting the work done by volunteers
History
2010
BnF & Wikisource [[meta:BnF]]

2011
Trutat mass upload: dump analysis

2011–2013
Database queries

2013 – …
Program Evaluation Era
Values
Reproducibility
Scalability
Protean
Burden on the evaluators, not the user
Internals
Tracking strategy
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A set of tools
Proudly powered by ToolLabs
Instanciation
Please, no soulless harsh numbers;
we want to preserve the projects' sexyness
Categories from which the first image is from a given collection
Learnings
More web interface
Refactoring
How to help?

Use it!

Submit issues
(bugs & high-level questions)